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Lydia Valentín: "Sabía que competía con
rivales que no iban limpias"
La bronce olímpica de halterofilia en Rio 2016 recuperará también medallas
de Pekín 2008 y Londres 2012



JORDI COTRINA

Lydia Valentín posa este viernes en Barcelona.
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Lydia Valentín está en Barcelona. Esta sábado se pone delante de 300

personas en una clase magistral de fitness, patrocinada porBridgestone, bajo

el lema 'Persigue tu sueño, supera los obstáculos', que viene como anillo

al dedo a una deportista que ha llegado a lo más alto en su modalidad, la

halterofilia, tras superar multitud de piedras en el camino y vicisitudes de lo

más pintorescas. La leonesa de Camponaraya, pequeño pueblo cercano

aPonferrada (León) donde nació hace 31 años, es la única deportista que en

un mes ha sido medallista olímpica tres veces… en tres Juegos distintos. A

principios de agosto se enteró de que el podio de su categoría (75 kilos)

de Londres 2012 se había caído entero al reanalizarse las muestras antidopaje,

lo que le daba la victoria; el día 12 se colgó el bronce en Río 2016, y pocos días

después de regresar a casa otra revisión de Pekín 2008 la llevó del quinto al

segundo puesto. Oro, bronce y plata en un mes.

"Voy a reclamar las medallas y los premios del 2008 y
el 2012 porque es justo y estoy en mi derecho"

-¡Qué montón de sensaciones debió sentir durante ese mes,

¿no?!Muchísimas. Fue la mezcla de muchos sentimientos. Primero sentí una



alegría inmensa, pero después piensas: ¡Cómo me han podido fastidiar tanto!

¡Cómo es posible que se permita esto! Estamos hablando de deporte. Cuando un

deportista se dopa deja de ser deportista y esto deja de ser deporte. Y aquí se ha

demostrado que se han hecho muchas trampas que deben ser duramente

castigadas.

-¿Qué ha sido lo más doloroso de todo este proceso? Hemos estado

durante ocho años trabajando a la sombra cuando, en realidad, éramos

campeones y subcampeones olímpicos. Pienso en todo lo que hubiera vivido, lo

que hubiera pasado, el recorrido que habríamos hecho en los entrenamientos,

las facilidades que habríamos tenido yo, mis compañeros y la propia federación,

que es una federación pequeña, si todo esto se hubiera sabido antes y se hubiera

castigado en su momento.

-Usted tiene (o tendrá, cuando se complete todo el proceso) tres

medallas olímpicas, pero solo tuvo oportunidad de subir al podio

una vez, con el bronce en Río… Sí, ahora sé lo que se siente al subir a un

podio olímpico, y me han arrebatado esa sensación en dos ocasiones. Una de

ellas, incluso oyendo el himno, con toda la gente emocionándose contigo. Para

eso se entrena realmente un deportista.

"Ahora la gente sabeque es posible subirse a un podio
sin necesidad de dopares. Eso es lo que me hace más
feliz"

-Y luego está el aspecto económico. Los 94.000 euros por el oro del

2012, los 48.000 por la plata de Pekín, los 180.000 no abonados por

el diferencial en el programa ADO… Hace unos días me reuní con el

presidente del Comité Olímpico Español, Alejandro Blanco, y me dijo que esté

tranquila, que no me preocupe, que pedirá al COI y a la federación internacional

que sancione a las chicas, que va a luchar tanto por las medallas como por los

premios. Yo, por mi parte, voy a reclamar todas estas cosas porque estoy en mi

derecho. Al final, las medallas son de las personas que las consiguen

honestamente. El momento in situ de recibir las medallas ya no lo voy a vivir,

pero después de salir tan malparada, tan dañada emocionalmente, voy a

reclamar porque, aunque tarde, se tiene que hacer justicia.



-En alguna ocasión ha declarado que los positivos en los reanálisis

realizados por el COI tampoco le habían sorprendido mucho. Algún

día tenía que pasar, y ha pasado ahora, gracias a Dios. Todo esto se veía venir.

Sabía que competía contra rivales que no iban limpias. La chica que ganó en

Londres [se refiere a la kazaja Svetlana Podobedova] había estado sancionada

durante cuatro años, eso es un hecho. Sabía que había hecho trampas, y no es

raro que la volvieran a pillar. Hubo otra que ha dado positivo tanto en Pekín con

en Londres. No es bueno acusar sin saber porque todo el mundo es inocente

hasta que se demuestra lo contrario, pero…

-En los reanálisis efectuados han caído casi todas sus rivales. ¿Qué

significa eso para usted? Pues que soy la campeona en Londres y la

subcampeona en Pekín y, sobre todo, que se ha demostrado que me tienen que

ganar con dopaje; si no, no son capaces. Pero lo que más me satisface es que la

gente sepa gracias a mi ejemplo que es posible subirse a un podio olímpico,

mundial o europeo estando limpio. Hace un tiempo, eso era impensable, y ahora

tienen un referente. Pensarán: ‘si ella lo hizo, ¿por qué no lo voy a hacer yo?’ Y

esto es superimportante para mí.

"Muchas madres hablan conmigoporque sus hijas
quieren hacer lo mismo que me han visto hacer a mí.
Ahora tienen una referencia"

-Además de ser un referente para los demás levantadores o

levantadoras, eso también es un buen ejemplo para los niños, ¿no?



¿Ve ahora más niñas que quieren dedicarse a esto de las halteras? Sí,

sí. Incluso muchas madres se ponen en contacto conmigo porque sus hijas

quieren hacer lo mismo que me han visto hacer a mí. Ahora tienen una

referencia, no como cuando yo empecé en el polideportivo de Camponaraya. A

mí me gustaban todos los deportes, y destacaba en varios: atletismo,

baloncesto… Un día el entrenador me hizo probar la halterofilia, con 11 años, y

quedé enamorada de este deporte.

-¿Es adecuado para las niñas? Desde luego. Llevo compitiendo más de 15

años y solo me he lesionado una vez, a finales del 2015. Es un deporte que no es

nada lesivo porque no hay impacto. Se trata de pulir la técnica y trabajar mucho

la musculatura y la fuerza para aguantar las cargas. Sí es verdad que se

necesitan algunas condiciones, innatas o adquiridas, para despuntar, como

coordinación, flexibilidad, elasticidad muscular, fuerza explosiva, saber

reaccionar a los movimientos… Y en cuanto al peso, levantas lo que has

entrenado y trabajado: no amaneces un día con superpoderes.

http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/deportes/lydia-valentin-rivales-limpias-dopaje-

halterofilia-juegos-olimpicos-5579623
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La Agencia Mundial Antidopaje

puede emitir dura suspensión a

Guatemala

 REINA DAMIÁN / AP

La Ama suspendería a Guatemala en tema antidopaje.

Foto: AP
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La Agencia Mundial Antidopaje (AMA) dio a conocer este jueves que puede suspender a
varias agencias el próximo mes, a menos que cumplan con los estándares mundiales,
entre los países afectados estaría Guatemala.

Según la AMA, Azerbaiyán, Brasil, Grecia, Guatemala e Indonesia no están cumpliendo
con las normas establecidas, según determinó una comisión evaluadora.

Entre las objeciones señalan el incumplimiento de las normas, el uso de laboratorios no
adscritos a la ama y "cuestiones con su programa antidopaje".

La AMA dijo que si los temas no se resuelven par el 10 de noviembre, la comisión
declarará formalmente como indisciplinadas a esas agencias nacionales, en su próxima
reunión en Glasgow, Escocia, el 19 de noviembre.

Recientemente el Comité de Normalización de la Federación Nacional de Futbol estuvo
cerca de haber sido suspendido por la FIFA, por una sanción de seis meses que había
emitido el Tribunal de Honor de la CDAG, por un caso de dopaje.

Exjugadores de Antigua GFC que fueron suspendidos cuatro años por haber dado
positivo a una sustancia prohibida, demandaron a la Fedefut por un supuesto mal manejo
del caso, sin embargo elTribunal de Honor de la CDAG decidió dejar sin efecto la
suspensión.

http://www.publinews.gt/deportes/ama-puede-suspender-agencia-antidopaje-de-

guatemala/Tetpjt---DSqRcJF5rNI2/
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Whistleblowing couple Yuliya and Vitaly Stepanov have been provided with a range of
support measures by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) following a meeting with
the organisation's President Thomas Bach, insidethegames can reveal.

As a result of discussions, former Russian Anti-Doping Agency (RUSADA) employee Vitaly
will be providing a consultancy service to the IOC on all aspects of doping control and the
protection of clean athletes.

Middle distance runner Yuliya will also be receiving a scholarship to be used for her
training.

The husband and wife duo have taken up residence at an unknown location in the United
States due to having to flee Russia after they provided evidence of state-sponsored doping
in 2014.

Their allegations, made to German television channel ARD, led directly to an International
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) investigation, which resulted in Russia being
banned in November 2015.

A request has also been made by the IOC to the United States Olympic Committee
(USOC) for assistance in contacting universities and training facilities.



IOC President Thomas
Bach has met with the Stepanovs since Rio 2016 ©Getty Images

This all represents the first genuine sign of support by the IOC to the husband and wife duo
in what can be interpreted as an attempt to encourage other whistleblowers to come
forward.

They had been fiercely criticised in July for their refusal to allow Stepanova - who
previously served a two-year doping ban - to compete as an independent athlete at the Rio
2016 Olympic Games, despite the IAAF having allowed her to participate internationally.

This was because she had "long implication in a doping system" and supposedly did "not
satisfy the ethical requirements for an athlete to enter the Olympic Games".

Stepanov claimed during an August teleconference that the IOC had offered them "no
support" and sought to use the situation only to benefit their "own position".

He is now far more positive, however.

"We have had the opportunity to meet the IOC President Bach," he told insidethegames
when asked to confirm the support they had received today.

"We are very happy that we are now in a position to further fight doping and bring in our
experiences in Russia and as whistleblowers.

"And we are very thankful that the IOC is giving us this opportunity."



Yuliya Stepanova was
permitted to compete at July's European Championships in Amsterdam before the IOC
barred her from racing at Rio 2016 ©Getty Images

When asked if they feel that this support is sufficient given the IOCs previously reluctance
to reward or even praise their contribution, Stepanov praised what he now believes is a
"genuine wish" from the IOC to offer support.

"We have not been given the impression that the IOC feels that there is anything to make
up for," he added.

"The IOC is of the opinion that the decision was the correct one to be made according to
their rules.

"Yuliya received the approval to compete in Rio as a neutral athlete by the IAAF but the
IOC did not allow her to compete.

"We were not happy with the decision and voiced our concern but we respect the decision
and would like to move forward.

"It was never our intention to get Yuliya to compete in Rio at any cost.

"We do not feel that the current support is meant to make up for anything and had the
feeling that there is a genuine wish of the IOC to benefit from our knowledge and to support
Yuliya in her career as a clean athlete.

"We would like to show to other athletes that it is necessary to fight doping and international
sports organisations will support athletes that want to make sports cleaner and fairer."

This support comes as Russia continues its attempts to improve its anti-doping system with
an eye to having its IAAF suspension lifted.

Only one Russian athlete - long jumper Darya Klishina - ultimately competed at the
Olympics after being the only one to prove she had been operating in an "effective testing
system" outside the country.

A separate World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA)-commissioned investigation has opened
this year into alleged doping during the Sochi 2014 Olympic and Paralympic Games.



This probe, spearheaded by Canadian lawyer Richard McLaren, is expected to reveal more
evidence within the next month.

While lauded as whistleblowing pioneers in much of the world, the Stepanovs are seen as
traitors in Russia for setting this chain of investigations into motion.

The couple were forced to move locations over the summer after both Stepanova's email
address and her Anti-Doping Administration & Management System (ADAMS) online
whereabouts account were hacked.

"Yuliya is sorry for her past mistakes and regrets doping and not speaking up sooner,"
Stepanov added to insidethegames.

"She was made to believe that doping is the only way to become international level athlete.

"But we hope with her actions over the past almost four years she showed that she has
changed.

"We would love to continue helping to fight doping in the future in any possible way and we
are glad that the IOC understands our intentions."

insidethegames has contacted the IOC for clarification on what support they provided.

http://www.insidethegames.biz/index.php/articles/1042950/exclusive-ioc-provide-stepanovs-

with-consultancy-work-and-training-grant-following-meeting-with-bach
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IAAF president Lord Sebastian Coe
admits organisation faces uphill battle to
regain public trust
By Tracey Holmes
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Photo: Lord Sebastian Coe is not shying away

from the challenge of rebuilding world athletics' damaged reputation.

(Reuters: Leonhard Foeger)
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President of the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF), Lord Sebastian Coe, says his organisation
faces an uphill battle in getting back the trust of the public.

Lord Coe is partway through a global 'roadshow' discussing his reform plans, which were drawn up following
damning revelations and criminal investigations into bribery, corruption and extortion at the end of 2014, which
implicated several senior IAAF officials, including Lord Coe's predecessor Lamine Diack.

President Coe spoke to ABC NewsRadio's 'The Ticket' after spending two days on the Gold Coast in private meetings
with athletics officials from the Oceania region.

"If we are to get trust back into the organisation, and we are to get trust back into competition, this is where we have
to start and it's not like a slot machine where you put five things in and pull the lever and hopefully trust starts
spewing out of the tray underneath," he said.

"It will probably take longer than my own period as president of this federation to get back some of the landscape that
we ourselves managed to squander in the last few years."



Photo: Lord Coe speaking to FIFA president Gianni

Infantino. (Reuters: Fabrice Coffrini)

In the lead up to August's Rio Olympic Games, the IAAF also took the controversial decision to ban Russia from the
track and field competition because of its state-wide doping program.

The blanket ban meant innocent athletes were also penalised - including two-time Olympic champion, and the world's
greatest female pole vaulter, Yelena Isinbayeva.

Rio was to be the Russian's fourth Olympic Games and her swansong. Isinbayeva previously stated she would never
forgive the IOC for the Rio ban and is now actively seeking to be elected as president of Russia's track and field
body, ARAF.

Russia decision weighs heavily on Lord Coe

Ironically, Coe's first Olympic gold medal was won at the Moscow Olympics in 1980 where, against the wishes of
the UK government at the time, athletes competed as individuals and were not forced into boycotting the event.

"Yes, I think Moscow in large part defined my career, and what that would have looked like had I not gone? I
actually sometimes even question whether I would have still been in the sport four years later (at the Los Angeles
Olympic Games where he won his second gold medal)."

Russia's road to ruin

When asked how he justified denying innocent athletes the opportunity to compete in Rio, the athlete-turned-
administrator was pragmatic.

"It was a very tough decision. The decision was not made on an ad hoc basis, or through emotional politics, it was
made off the back of mountainous, industrial scale cheating," he said.

"There were people sitting around my council table that were Olympic champions, former world record holders, that
have had some of the most distinguished careers in track and field and none of us came into the sport to prevent
athletes from competing.

"But I think we'd collectively decided that we really did have to address this as part of a deep, deep-seated issue, not
uniquely Russian and not uniquely track and field.

"But the scope and scale of what we were confronted with, I think nobody had any doubt at all we had to do that
(issue the blanket ban)."

Lord Coe encouraged by next generation

Lord Coe says sport is now operating in a different environment where the next generation is more demanding of how
international bodies are governed.



"They want to know that an organisation's cultural values are rooted in the world they live in and if it doesn't look
like that then frankly they find other organisations that they take more comfort in," he said.

"Young people sit at of the crossroads of all the big moral hotspots of the day - globalisation, racism, sexism - and
they're profoundly anti-discriminatory.

"They believe in fairness and in large part that's why these reforms (to the IAAF) are so important. They believe in
fairness, so we need to sort out the landscape for anti-doping.

"They believe in a world where they don't think it's odd that they sit
and work alongside women in positions of seniority."

Lord Coe says in Europe of the 51 member federations in the IAAF only one has a female president. He highlighted
the fact that it is one area where the Oceania region has already made great strides.

"One of the better gender balances in our area associations is in Oceania. I've just been on the Gold Coast for two
days with the Oceania congress to explain the roadshows talking about gender equity and nobody even thinks it's
remarkable," he said.

"In fact most of them think we should have probably done it many years earlier."

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-23/lord-coe-admits-iaaf-faces-uphill-battle-to-regain-

public-trust/7958054?pfmredir=sm
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Kalinski exposes Russian athletes’

doping, brings his work to the

classroom
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Story by Lindsey Coleman, Staff writer

Michael Kalinski, department chair of Applied Health Sciences, helped expose a
Russian Olympic doping scandal by sharing secret documents to several news
outlets. He now incorporates his experience into his classes.

Kalinski

Kalinski said his expertise comes from the experience he has gained in his 19-
year-position as the Chair of the Sport Biochemistry Department and the
Research Vice President of the Keiv State Institute of Physical Culture in the
former Soviet Union.

“Coming to Murray State was an opportunity to utilize my previous distinguished
administrative experience as a department chair and as research vice
president,” Kalinski said.

He said in his classes his students are studying doping in the 2012 Olympics
and the investigation published by the World Anti-Doping Agency that led to the
ban of certain Russian athletes from the 2016 Olympics.



Doping is the use of banned performance-enhancing drugs in competitive
sports.

“It’s current. It’s 2016. It’s one of the turning points in the Olympic movement
that the entire Russian track and field team was banned from the Rio Games…
It is relevant,” Kalinski said.

Emma Boehm, sophomore from Waterloo, Illinois, said she is currently taking
Kalinski’s Concepts and Careers in Exercise Science and Athletic Training
course.

Boehm said she had the opportunity to read several documents about the
doping issue and give a presentation about one of Kalinski’s articles.

“I think it is very interesting that the government was that into winning sports
that they put their athlete’s lives in danger by giving them steroids,” Boehm said.

In interviews with news sources in the past several years, Kalinski said he
shared secret documents which were obtained in 1972 as a result of his
involvement with the USSR.

He said the documents he acquired prove how doping has been a longstanding
issue in Russia.

“It reveals that the Soviet Union was one of the strongest Olympic teams ever,”
Kalinski said. “It was winning gold medals… the US was behind. I am showing
that that was all fake, because those athletes were doped, but nobody before
me could prove that the Soviet Union had state-sponsored doping research.”

He said since the 2016 Russian Olympic team was caught for their doping
practices, and his revealing documents prove Russian doping in the present is
not new.

“The difference is I can do it for the past… this director of the doping lab is
proving it for today,” Kalinski said.

He said he interviewed with several news outlets in the past few years,
including ones from Germany, Japan, the Netherlands and Moscow, and he
was also included in a German documentary.

Most recently, Kalinski said that he had the privilege of speaking with reporters
from the Asahi Shimbun, a daily newspaper in Japan.

The article entitled Russia’s Doping Issue as Soviet Legacy was published on
Sept. 21 and included a testimony from Kalinski.

On Sept. 29, Ichiro Matsuo of the Asahi Shimbun, thanked President Davies for
the opportunity to come to Murray State and interview Kalinski.



In his letter of appreciation, Matsuo said that after publishing the article, it
received good feedback from some of their 7 million paper subscribers and
internet viewers.

In 2002, Kalinski published an article in which he explained the effects of doping
in athletes and presented original data from secret Soviet research.

According to Kalinski’s article entitled Recommendations for Androgenic-
Anabolic Steroid Use by Athletes in the Former Soviet Union: Revelations from
a Secret Document, “The importance of this secret document, presented for the
first time in the West, is that it provides the first solid evidence of State collusion
by the USSR in steroid use by athletes.”

In his article published in 2003 called State-Sponsored Research on Creatine
Supplements and Blood Doping in Elite Soviet Sport, Kalinski presents
information about creatine supplements and blood doping in the USSR and how
it shaped the standard of doping in Russia.

“Blood doping was pervasive in the USSR in the 1970s and 1980s and was
used by many Soviet athletes in the 1976 and 1980 Olympic Games,” Kalinski
said. “Open publication and discussion may help to prevent the abuses that can
come from secret scientific research.”

http://thenews.org/2016/10/21/kalinski-exposes-russian-athletes-doping-brings-his-work-to-

the-classroom/
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Russian official criticises United Nations
for allegedly refusing to intervene over
Paralympic ban

 By Nick Butler
 Sunday, 23 October 2016

Russia reportedly made an unsuccessful appeal to the United Nations (UN) following their
suspension from last month's Rio 2016 Paralympic Games.

According to the Sputnik news agency, a letter was sent by a Russian politician to the chair
of the UN's Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Maria Soledad Cisternas
Reyes of Chile, urging them to intervene and investigate the blanket ban on Paralympians
from the world's largest nation.

The UN panel refused to do so, however, reportedly answering that it could not reconsider
decisions of organisations such as the International Paralympic Committee (IPC).

"That is an informal and incorrect answer," Russia's Civic Committee for Family, Children
and Motherhood chair Diana Gurtskaya, who claims to have sent the letter, told Sputnik.

"We are taking as a premise that concrete member states of the IPC have roughly violated
the direct ban on discrimination on the basis of disability.

"These countries are members of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities and their actions must be assessed by the United Nations' supervisory body.

"We will seek justice with the help of the Russian Foreign Ministry and our representatives
in the United Nations."



Sir Philip Craven (left, alongside Russian
President Vladimir Putin at Sochi 2014), claimed Russia is still "not cooperating" with the
IPC in a prank phone call published this month ©Getty Images

Russia's membership of the IPC remains suspended in the wake of Richard McLaren’s
damning report, which alleged the presence of a state-sponsored doping scheme at a
number of major events, including the 2014 Winter Olympics and Paralympics in Sochi.

IPC President Sir Philip Craven described the anti-doping system in Russia as "broken,
corrupted and entirely compromised" when justifying the suspension, while accusing the
Russian Government of "catastrophically failing" its athletes.

The ban, which withstood an appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport, has been fiercely
criticised in Russia by figures from President Vladimir Putin downwards.

Sir Philip has since been implicated in a prank phone call - released by the RT television
station in Russia - in which he claimed the country was still "non-cooperating".

"The Russians are not cooperating at the moment," he was recorded as saying to a
prankster, pretending to be 400 metres hurdling champion turned United States Anti-
Doping Agency chair, Edwin Moses.

"They are on the surface, they may seem as if they are, but they are not.

"We will be dealing with them, in the way we have been dealing with them ever since this
thing happened, which is correctly, which is legally but we won’t be dealing with them as if
they were friends."

More revelations on Russian doping in Sochi are expected to be revealed by the McLaren
Report by the end of this month.

insidethegames has contacted the United Nations' Human Rights Office for clarification on
their response to the Russian request.

http://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1042926/russian-official-criticises-united-nations-for-

allegedly-refusing-to-intervene-over-paralympic-ban
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Tipping Point: Fear of getting
caught must deter potential
cheats

Sport’s powerbrokers prefer to look away and
pretend everything is rosy in the garden

about 18 hours ago 24 oct 2016

Brian O'Connor

Arsène Wenger: response was negligible to his claim that the game is full of

‘legends’ who are in fact cheats. Photograph: John Sibley/Reuters
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I was asked recently if elite sport can be believed anymore. It’s a fundamental

question and the straightforward answer is I don’t know. Anyone arguing it

definitely can either has a stake in the game or has been living under a rock.

It’s actually much easier to dismiss it all as a meaningless cheating mess. But

that feels too unpleasantly Dawkins: so welcome to sport’s agnostic reality –-

hoping for the best.

Talking of stakes, this job requires taking a little, and not just because innocents

assume some expertise on the subject. Scribbling about sport is a mostly trivial

exercise but no one wants to believe what they do is totally irrelevant either.



There was an old American racing journo who famously once advised a young

colleague that nothing he saw on their beat would ever justify a superlative:

except sport without superlatives might be almost as meaningless as sport

without sentiment. Sport’s increasingly pressing problem is deciding who to pin

them on, and how credible it is to believe they’re legit.

The weird part is we do still watch. Billions of people spend billions worldwide

doing so even though so many and so much has been discredited. Sport has

never been more high-profile and profitable and it comes with a rote narrative,

full of trite ad’ speak slogans about passion and belief which still gets lapped up

by audiences which surely can’t not know how bogus some of it must be.

Of course that might no matter. It’s interesting to ponder for instance how track

& field long since waved bye-bye to credibility and yet remains attractive enough

to generate vast amounts in advertising. Watching much of what happened on

the track in Rio defied belief. But it was fully sponsored which by definition

means an audience, and an audience prepared to pay.

People cheat

Maybe the bells and whistles are enough. And maybe a willingness to indulge credulity

and simply cheer along is a mature acknowledgement that waiting for perfection means

being destined to wait forever. When money circulates, people cheat. But there’s a

detachment in accepting that which is contrary to everything that makes sport special

in the first place.

There has been some flak directed this way recently which, boiled down,

basically asks why would someone who so often appears not to like sport write

in the sports pages. The problem with that is that loving sport shouldn’t have to

come with some stock prerequisite towards cheerleading. If it does, then we’re

in real circus territory.

So no, for instance, I don’t believe that football is some oasis of propriety in

terms of doping, no matter how deafening the silence continues to be in relation

to use of performance enhancing drugs in particular.

It’s not so long since Arsène Wenger proclaimed the game to be full of ‘legends’

who are in fact cheats. Here was a major figure in the world game making

deadly serious allegations about doping and match-fixing and the response has

been so negligible as to be non-existent.

Does that mean Wenger’s wrong, or is it just more convenient for those

involved, from terrace to boardroom, to look the other way, disengage the brain

from making the sort of critical associations it would automatically make in just

about every other facet of life?



Who’s fooling who here?

It takes a real effort of will to stay so fooled about so much. There’s no point

reciting a long shameful litany of cheating and corruption which probably still

only skims the surface of a squalid on-the-take, piss-tampering reality that

works on the basis you have to be a moron to get caught.

There is one certainty we can cling on to though, and that is that 90 per cent of

what’s said can be dismissed as Grade A horse manure. Whether it is outrageous

porkies told with the straightest of role-model straight faces or those linguistic

wriggles that shimmy their way around distinctions between legal and wrong,

there is no escaping the overwhelming whiff of expedient bullshit.
Moral vacuum

If there’s enough money around people will cheat: that those who don’t get hoovered

into the vast moral vacuum whereby no one really knows who or what to believe is a

real tragedy.

But it doesn’t prevent the reality that people will cheat if they feel they can get

away with it. And changing that requires administrative leadership of a sort that

appears simply not to exist.

Administration by definition is about order. It’s about maintenance, keeping

things ticking along; the last thing it incubates naturally is change. If it’s a

choice between disruption or not, the instinctive administrative reaction is to

hold the line. It’s even more pronounced in sport with so many at the top

believing that theirs is the game that really counts.

The fingerprints of that urge to contain rather than confront are all over every

doping, betting and financial scandal. And maybe that’s inevitable considering

the amounts of ego and cash that are on the line. But it can make faith in anyone

actually living up to their flowery official narrative seem very hollow indeed.

So it’s hard to watch and properly believe. There are genuine competitors but

there are also cheats and I believe most of the powerbrokers within sport prefer

to look away and pretend everything is okay rather than try to catch them out. I

believe expecting competitors to be saintly is wishful thinking. And I believe the

fear of getting caught has to outweigh potential reward.

Apart from that it’s a case of hoping for the best but fearing the worst: except it’s

getting no easier to hope. And it’s getting even harder to justifiably employ those

superlatives.

http://www.irishtimes.com/sport/tipping-point-fear-of-getting-caught-must-deter-potential-cheats-
1.2840269
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WADA chief Reedie calls on Abe to
provide more funding to fight doping

by Andrew Mckirdy

Staff Writer

 Oct 21, 2016

World Anti-Doping Agency President Craig Reedie challenged Prime Minister Shinzo

Abe to put his money where his mouth is and increase Japan’s funding in the fight

against doping on Friday.

Abe met International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach earlier this week

and pledged to support the IOC’s efforts to combat doping at the 2020 Tokyo Games.

But Reedie called on Abe to take a step further, urging the prime minister to increase

Japan’s current contribution to WADA of $1.5 million a year. WADA currently

operates on an annual budget of £23 million ($28 million), which is funded equally

between the IOC and national governments.



“If Prime Minister Abe has influence with governments, then please ask him to

reinforce that message,” Reedie said at a news conference at the World Forum on Sport

and Culture in Tokyo. “If he decides to be hugely generous in his encouragement, I

operate on a budget of less than $30 million a year with the world’s doping problems to

solve. This is a tiny, tiny amount of money.

“The IOC match government contributions dollar for dollar. It would be marvelous if,

as a result of the troubles of the last two years and as a result of the splendid Olympic

Games in Tokyo, the government decided that this is an investment that they are

prepared to make.”

Reedie has no doubt that Japan will fulfill its anti-doping responsibilities at the 2020

Games.

“I am very confident that what will happen here, in the buildup to Tokyo and through

Tokyo, is in excellent hands,” said the 75-year-old Scot. “The organizing committee is

fully aware of their responsibilities and the manpower that they will have to deliver to

conduct the whole anti-doping program.

“Much of that will be run by the Japan Anti-Doping Agency, and they are one of the

very best national anti-doping agencies in the world. In my view, it’s hard to imagine a

better place to be four years out than Tokyo.”

Plans are currently being discussed to expand the authority and independence of

WADA, which has endured a rocky relationship with the IOC since a report

commissioned by WADA uncovered evidence of massive state-sponsored Russian

doping shortly before this summer’s Rio Olympics.

The IOC’s decision not to ban the entire Russian team from the Rio Games caused

friction with WADA and led to fears that the IOC may look to scapegoat the anti-

doping agency, but Reedie believes the organizations are now both on the same page.

“The amount of work that needs to be done starts on Nov. 20, when we will produce a

road map for the changes that need to be made for the World Anti-Doping Code and

how we are going to move forward,” said Reedie.

“So I am encouraged by the support. I’ve been encouraged by the support of the

Olympic Movement, I’ve been encouraged by the support from governments. So I think

we are all heading in the one direction, and I think it’s the correct direction.”



WADA is still battling to contain the fallout from the McLaren Report that lifted the lid

on Russia’s doping problem, with hackers apparently linked to the country accessing

WADA’s records and leaking athletes’ personal data.

The hacks have shone a light on the usage of therapeutic use exemptions (TUEs) in

sport — where athletes are permitted to take otherwise banned substances for medical

reasons — leading Russian President Vladimir Putin to question the fairness of the

system.

“It is designed to allow athletes who suffer from an illness to take a prohibited

substance under clear medical control, and if their application for a TUE is accepted by

the relevant authority, probably the international sports federation of that sport, then

they can take part in that sport,” said Reedie. “I think that’s a perfectly reasonable

system to have.

“One of the effects of the current publicity on TUEs is that you have to be vigilant at all

times to make sure that the rules are being applied correctly, and that there is a proper

balance throughout.”

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/sports/2016/10/21/more-sports/wada-chief-reedie-issues-

challenge-abe-provide-funding-combat-doping/#.WA3zSmea3s0
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Olympics: WADA chief Reedie says 2nd
McLaren report due out mid-Nov.
21 October 2016 20:24

SPORTS

World Anti-Doping Agency President Craig Reedie said on Friday the second report based
on the investigation by Canadian lawyer Richard McLaren will likely be out in mid-
November, just before the agency's board meetings on Nov. 19-20.

"I spoke to Richard McLaren a week ago. We will try to meet the target of the end of
October but I think we may be a couple of weeks later than that," Reedie said. "We're trying
for the end of October, but if I were you I would aim for mid-November."

The headline act of a sports ministers' meeting at the World Forum on Sport and Culture,
International Olympic Committee Vice President Reedie said he was unsure how the
promotion of sports minister Vitaly Mutko to deputy prime minister on Wednesday would
affect Russia's attempt to clear its name.



Russia's anti-doping agency remains decertified after the initial McLaren report was
released in July ahead of the Rio Games, revealing a state-sponsored doping program that
rocked the sporting world.

Also a member of the FIFA Council, Mutko had a hand in the elaborate scheme that
reached the highest levels of the Russian government, according to the report.

The second McLaren report is expected to help draw WADA's future roadmap against
doping, which will be produced at the board meeting in Glasgow.

"I know Pavel Kolobkov, who is likely to be the new sports minister and I know Vitaly
Mutko, who has been promoted to deputy prime minister," Reedie said. "At the moment,
I'm unsure of exactly the relationship that will be developed."

"But there is no doubt in my mind that there is a clear understanding that there is a
problem in Russia, and that the authorities in Russia need to fix it. We're working very hard
to make the Russian anti-doping agency compliant again. We also have to renew the work
to make the Russian laboratory compliant again."

"We cannot have the biggest country in the world non-compliant on a permanent basis. We
have two independent experts presently in Moscow, they've been there for six months;
we're rebuilding the Russian anti-doping agency. It's important that it's done at the earliest
day."

"The authorities in Russia have appointed my IOC colleague Vitaly Smirnov to chair the
commission to move this process forward. I am very hopeful compliance can be renewed
and it would be good if it can be done before the football World Cup in 2018."

Reedie also tore into the group of Russian hackers who infiltrated WADA's database,
leaking confidential medical information on athletes from around the world including gold
medal-winning U.S. gymnast Simone Biles and Japanese judoka Kaori Matsumoto.

"It is outrageous that personal information from athletes should be put into the public
domain," Reedie said. "It's been done by an organization which I understand has clear
connections to Russia. I think I understand the political reason why it's being done, but it is
outrageous that all athletes around the world have their information in the public domain."

The Scotsman praised the anti-doping program organizers have in mind for the Tokyo
Olympics, expressing the utmost confidence in the setup that will be in place by 2020.

"I'm very confident that what will happen here in Tokyo and in the buildup to Tokyo will be
in excellent hands," Reedie said. "The organizing committee are fully aware of the
responsibilities and the manpower that they will have to deliver to conduct the whole anti-
doping program."

"Much of that will be run by the Japan Anti-Doping Agency, and they are one of the very
best national anti-doping organizations in the world. It's hard to imagine a better place to
be four years out than Tokyo."

http://kyodonews.net/news/2016/10/21/84868
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Lukashenko calls for more transparency
in WADA
President 21.10.2016 | 11:39
fvkoktgm

MINSK, 21 October (BelTA) – The operation of the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) should be more transparent, Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko
said in his remarks at the 45th session of the General Assembly of the European
Olympic Committees (EOC) on 21 October, BelTA has learned.

“Doping is still a topical issue. Belarus stands for clean sport. But collective
responsibility is not the best option. Suspending entire teams from the Olympics
is unjustified and counterproductive,” Alexander Lukashenko is convinced. “The
punishment for violations should be selective and unavoidable rather than
generalized and hasty. The protection of the rights of honest athletes should be a
priority.”

The President stressed that Belarus welcomes the efforts of the International
Olympic Committee to reform the world anti-doping system. “A higher
transparency for WADA, the involvement of more countries in the process will
help prevent many violations and raise the efficiency of work,” the head of state
remarked.

At the same time, Alexander Lukashenko is convinced that this process cannot
run behind closed doors. “Regional associations of Olympic committees should
work out proposals to ensure higher reliability of this system. The European
Olympic Committees must play one of the leading roles. We are ready to take an
active part in this work,” the Belarusian leader said.

http://m.eng.belta.by/president/view/lukashenko-calls-for-more-transparency-in-wada-

95599-2016/
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Anti-doping watchdog wants more than
it can handle

The World Anti-Doping Agency's push to expand its operations comes at a time when

concerns are being raised over its performance.

Photo by: AP

Steven Colvert’s dream of competing at the Olympics were shattered in 2014 after he was accused of
taking performance-enhancing drugs. Now new evidence suggests he might have been innocent.

Oct 21, 2016

Updated Oct 22, 2016

Irish sprinter Steven Colvert no longer believes science is right all the time.

He was a national champion who wanted to compete in the Olympics, but a routine test to check if
he was using drugs to cheat came out positive.

That was two years ago. The sporting world blacklisted him and he was suspended.

This month, a group of Norwegian researchers found that the result of lab tests of his urine sample
might have been incorrect.

"I suppose science is not always black and white," he told TRT World. "Even the best scientists in
the world can get it wrong."

WADA, the international organisation that goes after athletes who use performance-enhancing drugs
to cheat, has yet to absolve Colvert from wrongdoing.

The video below goes into more detail on Colvert's case:

Colvert is just one of many athletes who have come forward in recent years with complaints against
WADA, which is seeking to double its size using funding from the private sector as it takes over the
role of national anti-doping authorities in various countries

It's the first time that WADA, established in 1999 after a barrage of sporting scandals, has sought
private funding.



Up until recent it had relied on contributions from governments to meets its day-to-day expenses,
which include the cost of testing athletes' blood and urine.

But its testing procedures are under scrutiny.

A history of controversial decisions

While doping scandals involving famous athletes such as tennis star Maria Sharapova and cyclist
Lance Armstrong have rocked the sporting world, there are lesser-known incidents where athletes
have been wrongly accused of taking performance boosting drugs.

Andreea Madalina Raducan, a former Romanian gymnast, was stripped of her gold medal soon after
the 2000 Sydney Olympics.

She was suspended for taking a stimulant, pseudoephedrine, an ingredient of many anti-cold
medicines.

She was only 16-years-old at the time and took pills containing the chemical on advice of her team's
doctor in order to fight a common cold.

Her case went before the Court of Arbitration for Sports, where she was absolved from any
wrongdoing. But her title was never restored.

British skier Alain Baxter is another example. He won the bronze medal in the 2002 Olympics, but
his title was taken away after tests revealed the presence of levmetamfetamine, a form of the
stimulant methamphetamine, in his body.

The drug is found in popular decongestants like Vicks nasal spray.

Many athletes, including skier Alain Baxter, have been wrongly accused of taking performance-
enhancing drugs as the list of prohibited substances keeps on growing. (AP)

Baxter was able to prove that the ingredient came from the US version of Vicks nasal spray. But his
appeal was rejected.

Is WADA indispensable?

The long and complicated list of prohibited drugs maintained by WADA leaves athletes vulnerable
to being wrongly accused of doping.

Roger Pielke Jr of the Sports Governance Centre at the University of Colorado told TRT World a lot
of research was needed to determine the performance-enhancing ability of the 300 drugs on the
WADA list:

"We saw what happened in the case of Maria Sharapova where meldonium was involved. The
science behind many of these drugs is not clear."



Meldonium, another ingredient found in medicines, was put on the list just months before Sharapova
tested positive for it.

In an interview given to TRT World earlier this year, Dr. Paul Dimeo, a lecturer in sports policy at
the University of Stirling, said that the system to check the use of drugs has become "very punitive."

Star athletes like Maria Sharapova can fight their case more effectively. Her suspension for using
banned substance was recently reduced. (AP)

What makes the situation complicated is something called the strict liability principle, on which anti-
doping rules rely. They make it the responsibility of the athlete to keep a tab on ingredients in
medicines they use.

But the sporting world would be worse off without WADA, says Pielke:

"My sense is that recurring scandals reflect a demand for better governance. Twenty years ago not
enough attention was being paid to doping."

Raising funds

WADA's bid to raise money from private foundations, pharmaceutical companies and wealthy
individuals comes as it tries to take over complete responsibility for testing athletes.

The agency receives an annual contribution of $29 million – half coming directly from governments
and the rest from the International Olympics Committee. Much of it goes towards paying the salaries
of its employees, laboratory testing fees and research grants.

Right now WADA depends on various sports federations and national anti-doping authorities for
identifying and carrying out tests on the athletes.

But there are more than 600 organisations that follow WADA's guidelines, and it could be
practically impossible for the agency to manage thousands of athletes on its own

http://www.trtworld.com/in-depth/anti-doping-watchdog-wants-more-than-it-can-handle-

211249
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Stage play reveals pressure athletes face
to use drugs
Competitors and coaches gave writer of Deny, Deny, Deny insights into blurred boundaries

around cheating in sport

Lance Armstrong in the Tour de France in 2003. He won the competition seven times, but later

admitted to using performance-enhancing drugs. Photograph: Joel Saget/AFP

Vanessa Thorpe, arts and media correspondent

Sunday 23 October 2016 00.05 BST

One of Britain’s leading experts on doping in sport, and an adviser to a new play on
cheating among athletes, has warned that British sports stars are under pressure to use
performance-enhancing drugs in the wake of the country’s Olympic success.

Michele Verroken, former director of ethics and anti-doping at UK Sport and a
campaigner for improved drugs testing, spoke this weekend of her fears for elite athletes
before the premiere of a disturbing drama that exposes the amount of normalised drug-
use among top competitors.

“Rio was very inspiring and there was a crazy medal tally for us, for whatever reason,
whether partly that the Russians were not there in numbers or because of more robust
testing. But the UK is not beyond suspicion,” said Verroken, who hopes the new play,
Deny, Deny, Deny, will highlight the growing threat to British sporting integrity.
“Olympian athletes are now doing everything they can to stay up there. Most may just
be using more science to analyse their data and lose weight, but we are hugely in danger
of not giving people confidence that sport is clean and is fair.”

The stories you need to read, in one
handy email
Sign up to The Guardian Today and get the must-read stories delivered straight to your inbox

each morning



Read more

Deny, Deny, Deny is written by a former TV reporter, Jonathan Maitland, who is
already acclaimed for two recent plays on controversial themes: Dead Sheep, about the
Thatcher cabinet in 1989, and An Audience with Jimmy Savile, which examined the way
the paedophile TV personality evaded detection.

Maitland’s new subject is the intense relationship between a ruthless coach and a
talented athlete and Deny, Deny, Deny, which opens in London on 3 November, shows
the increasingly blurred line between sensible preparation for a competition and
cheating.

“It’s the first rule in the doper’s handbook: if you’re accused of cheating, deny it. Then
deny it again. And carry on denying it until you can’t,” said Maitland this weekend. “It
is important because sport is a very emotional thing for those who play and those who
watch it. It matters whether it is genuine sporting achievement or not.”

Jonathan Maitland, who has also written plays about Margaret Thatcher and Jimmy Savile.

Photograph: S Meddle/Rex

The writer spoke to coaches and competitors, as well as to Verokken, and he found that
some now regard athletic performance as a branch of the entertainment industry. A
victory on the track or in the field, they argue, is no longer as simple as it looks.

“It does become a form of entertainment and about keeping television viewers,” said
Verokken. “We have a surfeit of British Olympians now and they will not all be able to
make a living endorsing products or becoming television pundits. So it is competitive,
even after you are an Olympian. I can see why Jess Ennis is retiring now rather than
have that potential conversation about whether she is going to deliver the medals any
more.”

Broadcaster and retired British sprinter Jeanette Kwakye was technical consultant on the
play and wants coaches and aspiring athletes to come along and consider the arguments.
“The timing of this play could not be more apt, given the current status of doping in
sport,” she said.

“It is a subject close to my heart, having raced and competed against those who will
cross the line of ethics to get to the finish line first.”

The play is set in the near future and tells of Eve, a young athlete, who is offered a
cutting-edge therapy by her charismatic coach. “The coach-athlete relationship
fascinates me,” said Maitland. “There was a telling line in the book by Dwain Chambers
[the British sprinter banned for doping], which said ‘Looking back, I now realise my
coach was grooming me.’ When I read that I knew there was a play in the subject.”



Although the drama is set in a world of technological developments yet to come,
Maitland has still had to update the script. “I added a line recently about the wisdom of
handing out honours to athletes before knowing all the relevant facts,” he said. “I’ve
been lucky too: I came up with a sub-plot about the theft of an athlete’s medical records
by a Russian computer hacker and then, a few weeks later, the same thing happened in
real life.”

IOC promises to boost Wada’s funding if
it agrees to anti-doping reform
The IOC has said there would be a ‘substantial’ increase in funding for Wada but only if it

agrees to a list of reforms including setting up an independent drug-testing unit

Read more

Verokken believes the real peril is a fresh expectation that top British athletes are on a
conveyor belt to the Olympic podium. “There are definitely some coaches and even
doctors who are looking for their moment of glory more than anything else, and they get
close to the team and persuade them they are not breaking the rules as they are written.

“The whole supplement market is predicated on that,” she said. “It will be easy for sport
to lose its way when what really matters is competition on the day. You can see what
has happened by the way some sports have developed so quickly.”

There should be a way to make a clearer distinction between athletes who were ill-
advised and those who are deliberately cheating and denying allegations in the hope
they will avoid punishment, she said. “The problem is there is no precise science for
testing available yet and different laboratories have different standards and resources.
Even our anti-doping programmes cannot keep up once we are talking about enhancing
surgery, such as the laser eye work that is already happening.”

Young athletes, said Verokken, need to be helped to rediscover “that sport is about
disappointment as well as success”. “Otherwise we will soon an even bigger separation
between those who participate for fun and the world of elite sport,” she said.

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/22/deny-deny-deny-jonathan-maitland-

sports-doping-play-drugs


